Abstract: This invention proposes a method of and a device for transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling from a transmission device to a set of reception devices, said method comprising a step of calculating by the transmission device, a first sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said set of reception devices; if a maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device to said set of reception devices is less than said first sum, then performing a step of determining by said transmission device, based on said first sum and according to a set of criteria, a subset of reception devices among said set of reception devices, to which the transmission device transmits power.
Declarations under Rule 4.17:
METHODS, TRANSMISSION DEVICES AND TRANSMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING POWER WIRELESSLY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to methods, transmission devices and transmission control system for transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many systems require wiring and/or electrical contacts to realize the supply of electrical power to devices. By omitting these wires and contacts the use of these devices becomes more comfortable. The use of batteries inside devices partly meets this comfort requirement, but gives a device extra weight and requires regular recharging. Power transmission via magnetic induction is a well-known method, mostly applied in transformers, but is recently refined by integrating coils into printed circuit boards (PCBs) or other flat materials, enabling wireless power transmission from a surface to a reception device. For this purpose a power supply can be equipped with a transmitter that can generate an alternating magnetic field by means of an alternating electrical current in one or more coil(s) and a mobile device can be equipped with a reception device in which an alternating electrical voltage is induced in one or more coils by this magnetic field.

To efficiently and safely provide wireless power from a power supply with multiple transmitter elements, it is necessary to detect and locate a reception device when it is near the surface of the power supply and to activate only those transmitter elements that are within the area that is covered by the reception device coil.

To further increase the efficiency and safety, transmitter and reception device communicate with each other to exchange power transfer parameters and to monitor the power transfer.
A power supply that allows multiple reception devices to be placed on its interface surface for receiving power might not have enough power to serve all placed reception devices. This could for example be the case if the power is retrieved from a USB interface, which is limited to 2.5 W. In case sufficient power is not available, the voltage of the power supply could become too low for reception devices that need a certain voltage level to charge a battery.

Moreover, the time to charge a battery could become (much) longer than expected. As another example, the reduction of power for a lighting application could lead to a reduction of the light output. As a consequence, the transmission of power from a transmission device to multiple devices with the aim to efficiently and safely serve as many reception devices as possible needs to be improved.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

According to a first aspect of this invention, a method of transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling, from a transmission device to a set of reception devices is proposed. The method comprises the steps of:

- calculating by the transmission device, a first sum of given power levels defined by each of said set of reception devices;

  If a maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device to said set of reception devices is less than said first sum,

- determining by said transmission device, a subset of reception devices among said set of reception devices, to which the transmission device transmits power.

This invention also proposes some criteria about how to determine the charging order. For example, determine which reception devices can receive power according to the priority level of each reception device of said set of reception devices that defines the priority to receive power from the transmission device; or the criteria that determines which reception devices
can receive power according to a time sequence in which the transmission device detects each reception device of said set of reception devices; or the criteria that determines which reception devices can receive power according to a maximum number of reception devices to which the transmission device can transmit power simultaneously, or the combination of aforementioned different criteria.

According to a second aspect of this invention, before abovementioned determining step, the method further comprises a step of identifying, among said set of reception devices, the reception devices defining a lower given power level. If there is at least one reception device that also defines a lower given power level, said transmission device performs said calculating step using the lower given power level instead of using the given power level defined by said at least one reception device; otherwise, said transmission device performs said step of determining.

By applying the first and second methods separately or together, the power can be utilized optimally.

According to a third aspect of this invention, the method further comprises a step of transmitting power by said transmission device to said subset of reception devices.

In this step, if an actual power level needed by a first given reception device among said subset of reception devices is below the given power level defined by said first given reception device, said transmitting step transmits power to said first given reception device according to said actual power level.

If an actual power level needed by a second given reception device among said subset of reception devices is above the given power level defined by said second given reception device, said transmitting step transmits power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device.
According to a fourth aspect of this invention, a method for further utilizing a first power amount is proposed. If a first power amount defined as said maximum power minus a second sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said subset of reception devices is positive, and if there is at least one of said second given reception devices, said transmitting step transmits power to said at least one of said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said at least one of said second given reception device and said first power amount.

According to a fifth aspect of this invention, a method for further utilizing a second power amount is proposed. When the second power amount defined as the given power level defined by said first given reception device minus said actual power level needed by said first given reception device is positive, the transmitting step transmits power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device and said second power amount. Said method further comprises a step of obtaining by said transmission device the actual power level needed by said first given reception device periodically, so as to update the value of said second power amount according to said obtained actual power level.

According to a sixth aspect of this invention, a method is proposed for defining a given power level for a reception device according to a minimum power level which is lower than the reception device's maximum required power level.

By applying this given power level, the transmission device can serve more reception devices as well as an acceptable quality.

According to a seventh aspect of this invention, a transmission control system is proposed for controlling a transmission device transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling to a set of reception devices, wherein said control system comprises a first unit for performing the abovementioned calculating step, a second unit for performing the abovementioned determining step and a third unit for performing the identifying step.
According to an eighth aspect of this invention, a transmission device is proposed for transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling from a transmission device to a set of reception devices, wherein said transmission device comprises the aforementioned transmission control system.

According to a ninth aspect of this invention, a method of transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling from a transmission device to a set of reception devices, said method comprising a step of sending, by at least one reception device of said set of reception devices, information of a given power level related to said at least one reception device, wherein said given power level is a minimum workable power level of said at least one reception device. By communicating a minimum workable power level as the requested power level, the transmission device is also allowed to serve more reception devices with an acceptable quality.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects and features of the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description of the various aspects of the invention taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 depicts a wireless power transmission and receiving system;

FIG. 2A depicts a flow chart according to an embodiment of this invention;

FIG. 2B depicts a flow chart according to another embodiment of this invention;

FIG. 2C depicts a flow chart according to another embodiment of this invention;
FIG. 3A depicts a block diagram of a transmission control system according to an embodiment of this invention;

FIG. 3B depicts a block diagram of a transmission device according to an embodiment of this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following, the invention will be described by using one transmission device intended to transmit power to three reception devices, but it is to be understood that the invention could work similarly with a higher/lower number of reception devices.

FIG. 1 shows a wireless power transmission and reception system 10. The system 10 comprises a transmission device T which is capable of transmitting power wirelessly to multiple reception devices via electromagnetic coupling and a set of reception devices R1, R2 and R3 which are connected to the transmission device T. The reception devices R1, R2 and R3 are intended to be electrically charged by the transmission device T. Since transmission device T transmits power to R1, R2 and R3 wirelessly, R1, R2 and R3 being connected to T means that R1, R2 and R3 are very close to T so as to receive power from the electromagnetic field generated by T. For example, R1, R2 and R3 are put on the surface of the transmission device T.

FIG. 2A shows a flow chart of the method according to the invention.

The reception devices R1, R2 and R3 are connected to the transmission device T for receiving power from the transmission device T.

Since there are three devices requesting power at the same time, in order to know whether the transmission device T can serve (i.e. transmit power to) all the receivers, firstly, the
transmission device T performs a step 210 of calculating a first sum of the given power levels defined by each of said set of reception devices R1, R2 and R3.

Secondly, if a maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device T to the set of reception devices R1, R2 and R3 is less than the calculated first sum, the transmission device T performs a step 220 of determining a subset of reception devices to which the transmission device T transmits power among the set of reception devices R1, R2 and R3, based on the calculated first sum of given power levels and according to a set of criteria.

If R1, R2 and R3 are being connected to the transmission device T for requiring power, whilst device T does not transmit power to any reception device, the maximum power that can be transmitted by device T to R1, R2 and R3 is the maximum power of the transmission device T.

If R2 and R3 are being connected to the transmission device T for requiring power, whilst device T is transmitting power to R1, the maximum power that can be transmitted by device T to R2 and R3 (R2 and R3 are waiting for charging) is the maximum power of device T minus power used for the reception device R1.

For example, the transmission device T retrieves power from a USB interface which is limited to 2.5 W, meaning that the maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device T (referred to as Tmax) is 2.5 W;

The given power level defined by R1 (referred to as GR1) is 1.5 W;
The given power level defined by R2 (referred to as GR2) is 1.5 W;
The given power level defined by R3 (referred to as GR3) is 1 W.

The first sum of the given power levels defined by R1, R2 and R3 is GR1 + GR2 + GR3 = 4 W.
Obviously, the maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device T is lower than the first sum of the given power levels, meaning that the transmission device T cannot serve R1, R2 and R3 simultaneously. Therefore, the transmission device T performs a step 220 of determining which reception devices can be served among R1, R2 and R3. In the following, how the determining step 220 determines a subset of reception devices is described in detail.

To perform the determine step, the transmitter may predefine some criteria (rules) on how to determine.

According to an embodiment of this invention, a first criterion (rule) may be to determine according to the priority level of each reception device of said set of reception devices, said priority level defines the priority to receive power from the transmission device.

In the context of using the transmission device to charge the reception devices, a user may consider charging some reception devices more critical than charging others. For example, the user may want to charge a mobile phone as quickly as possible, but does not care very much about the charging speed of the controller of a game console.

It is possible for the user, when charging the mobile phone, to remove all other reception devices from the transmission device. However, in that case the user has to remember to put them back on the transmission device when the mobile phone has finished charging. It is not very convenient for the user.

Therefore, this invention proposes the determining step 220 to determine a charging sequence among a set of reception devices according to the priority level of the reception devices, so that the user does not need to remove the reception device with lower level priority and return it after the reception device with higher level priority is finished charging. The transmission
device can determine which reception device to serve first according to the priority levels if the transmission device cannot serve all the reception devices at the same time, and can automatically start to serve the reception device with lower level priority after the reception device with higher level priority is served. The user convenience is therefore enhanced.

This can be realized by assigning a "priority" to each reception device, where reception devices with a higher priority take precedence over reception devices with a lower priority.

In the above example, if both R1 and R3 have higher priority than R2, then R1 and R3 are determined to be charged before R3.

There are two approaches to manage reception device priorities.

In the first approach, the reception device manages its own priority. For this purpose, it could have a (user) interface through which the priority may be set, or it could have a built-in (default) priority. In this approach, the reception device has to communicate its priority to the transmission device.

In the second approach, the transmission device manages the reception device priorities. For this purpose, it should have a (user) interface through which a list of device identifiers and the assigned priorities may be provided. In this case, when the transmission device detects a new reception device, it has to look up its priority based on the identifier supplied by the reception device.

Both approaches can be combined. The user interface of the transmission device can be applied to establish a priority for a detected reception device and then to communicate this priority to the reception device in order to set it into the reception device for later use.
According to another embodiment of this invention, a second criterion (rule) is to determine the subset of reception devices according to the time sequence in which the transmission device detects each reception device of said set of reception devices. From example, according to the time sequence the one who are detected firstly by the transmission device (i.e. to be put on the surface of the transmission device firstly) will be powered first, i.e. first-come-first-serve criterion.

In abovementioned example, if the time sequence of the detection of the three reception devices from early to late is R2, R3, R1, according to the first-come-first-serve criterion, R2 and R3 will be served before R1.

Applying the first-come-first-serve criterion, may sometimes not be the optimal solution. For example, if in abovementioned example, the time sequence of detecting the three reception devices from early to late is R2, R1, R3, according to first-come-first-serve criterion, at first instance only R2 can be served, since R1 should be served earlier than R3, but the transmission device does not have enough power to serve R2 and R1 simultaneously.

To optimize the criteria of priority level and first-come-first-serve, this invention proposes a third criterion, which is to serve as many reception devices as possible. In other words, the third criterion is to determine the subset according to the maximum number of reception devices to which the transmission device can transmit power simultaneously. This criterion can be realized by first serving the reception devices with lower second power levels.

These three criteria can be mixed. As discussed in abovementioned example, if according to the second criterion, only reception device R2 can be served, the transmission device has to reserve (performing a reserving step) 1.5 W for serving R2, so the remaining power is 1 W. This remaining power is not sufficient to serve R1, but it can serve R3 which should be served later than R1 according to the second criterion. According to the mixed second and third criteria, the transmission device can determine to serve R2 and R3 simultaneously. In this
example, the transmission device T first applies the second criterion, and then applies the third criterion for the remaining power.

For another example, the criteria may be the mix of the first and second criteria. The transmission device may first use the first criterion, and for the reception devices with the same priority, the transmission device may apply the second or the third criterion to determine which reception devices to serve.

When performing the determining step 220, a subset of reception devices is determined. Then, the transmission device is configured according to the given power levels defined by each reception device of said subset of reception devices. There are two approaches to specify the given power level.

The first approach is to specify the given power level of a reception device according to the maximum power level required by such reception device, so as to make sure that the reception device can be served at the maximum power level during the transmission process. In other words, the transmission device reserves its power for the reception device according to the maximum power level required by the reception device.

In the context of this invention, to reserve power for a certain reception device means that when calculating the maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device to the other reception devices, this power amount cannot be taken into account as available to serve other reception devices, no matter how much power such certain reception device actually consumes. In other words, the transmission device shall always be available for transmitting power to certain reception device with a given power level.

In the context of this invention, the maximum power level required by a reception device means the maximum power that the reception device might use (consume) during the transmission process; it is also referred to as "maximum required power".
The advantage of this approach is that the reception device can be charged as quickly as possible, i.e. the transmission duration can be minimized. A disadvantage is that during the transmission process, a reception device may not always consume the maximum requested power. For example, to charge a battery, a constant voltage is required by the battery, the current inducted in the coil of the reception device changes in time, and the power consumed by the reception device therefore changes corresponding to the change of the current. There is only a very short period in which the reception device needs the maximum power.

This is certainly not very efficient for the transmission device that needs to serve multiple reception devices since the power is reserved for a reception device according to its maximum power level no matter how much power the reception device actually consumes, and the reserved but not consumed power cannot be used by other reception devices. It wastes the capacity of the transmission device to serve multiple reception devices simultaneously.

In order to overcome the abovementioned disadvantage and to serve as many reception devices as possible, as well as to ensure the quality of the transmission, instead of using the maximum power level of a given device as the given power level, this invention proposes a second approach to specify the given power level of a reception device based on a minimum workable power level, i.e. the given power level is a minimum power level at which the reception device can be charged successfully or is workable (for a light source, for example).

The given power level of a reception device is thus lower than the maximum power level required by this reception device according to this invention.

The given power level can be determined according to the type of the reception device and some other parameters, such as the requirement of transmission duration, etc. It could be the maximum power that the reception device might consume during the transmission process, it could also be a rated power of a reception device, or it could be a value between the maximum and minimum power level that the reception device might consume.
As a first example, for a battery, the maximum power that the battery might consume during the transmission process is 8 W and the minimum power that the battery might consume during the transmission process is 2 W. To optimize the use of power, the given power level defined by the battery could be for example 6 W. If it allows a slower charging speed and provided that the charging process can be implemented successfully, the given power level of the battery can also be defined as 5 W or 4 W.

As a second example, a lighting source needs a constant power for emitting light stably. The given power level of the lighting source has to be the rated power or at least a minimum workable power level.

The information of the given power level defined by a reception device according to this invention can be communicated from the reception device to the transmission device using any known communication technology; it also can be determined by the transmission device according to the type of the reception device and other information from the reception device.

Since the given power level is used to configure the transmission device so that the transmission device can reserve power for the relevant reception device, as a consequence, no matter how much power the reception device actually consumes, the transmission device has to guarantee that it always can transfer this amount of power. In other words, the transmission device has to keep capability to provide power to the reception device according to the given power level. Since the given power level is requested by the reception device, term "given power level" is also referred to as a "requested guaranteed power level".

Since the invention proposes to specify a given power level of a reception device according to a minimum chargeable or workable power level instead of using the maximum required power level, in the transmission duration, the transmission device will not reserve power according to the maximum required power level but according to a minimum chargeable or workable power level of the reception device. This change causes the transmission device to
have the capability to serve multiple reception devices at the same time, as well as to maintain an acceptable transmission quality regarding the charging time and the charging power.

Although this approach may increase the charging time of the firstly placed reception device(s), it decreases the total waiting time.

As shown in FIG. 2B, according to an embodiment of this invention, if a reception device allows at least two minimum workable power levels (meaning that the given power level has at least two values), the power transmission can be further optimized to simultaneously serve as many reception devices as possible.

In order to apply the further optimization, before performing determining step 220, said method further comprises a step 230 of identifying, among said set of reception devices, the reception devices that defines both a given power level and a lower given power level; if there is at least one reception device that defines both a given power level and a lower given power level, the transmission device performs said calculating step using the lower given power levels instead of using the given power levels defined by said at least one reception device; otherwise, the transmission device performs determining step 220.

Still using above example as the background to explain step 230, wherein Tmax is 2.5 W, the given power levels of the reception devices R1, R2 and R3 is defined as follows:

GR1: 1.5 W, I W;
GR2: 1.5 W, I W;
GR3: 1 W.

The first sum of the given power levels is 4 W, which is more than Tmax. The transmission device T performs step 230 to identify which devices allow a lower given power level, compared to the given power level which is used by the previous calculation step 210. The identifying result is that R1 and R2 allow a lower given power level, wherein GR1 allows 1 W, GR2 allows 1 W.
The transmission device then performs the calculating step 210 for the second time, now using the allowed lower given power levels. The new calculated first sum of the given power levels is: 

$$GR_1 + GR_2 + GR_3 = 1\, W + 1\, W + 1\, W = 3\, W.$$  

$T_{max}$ is still less than the new calculated first sum.

The transmission device then performs identifying step 230 for the second time. There are no devices that allow a lower given power level than the given power level used in previous calculation step; the transmission device then goes to step 220 for determining a subset of reception devices to serve.

If the parameters of given power levels of the three reception devices are as follows:

- $GR_1$: 1.5 W, 1 W;
- $GR_2$: 1.5 W, 1 W, 0.5 W;
- $GR_3$: 1 W,

then in the second identifying step, $R_2$ is found to allow a lower given power level (i.e. 0.5 W) than the given power level used in the previous calculation step (i.e. 1 W).

The transmission device then performs the calculation step 210 for the third time, now using the allowed lower given power level (i.e. 0.5 W). The new calculated first sum of given power levels is:

$$GR_1 + GR_2 + GR_3 = 1\, W + 1\, W + 0.5\, W = 2.5\, W.$$  

$T_{max}$ is equal to the latest calculated first sum, which means that the transmission device $T$ is capable of serving the three reception devices at their lower given power level.

By performing this identifying step 230, the transmission device can further manage the situation when the power is not sufficient to serve multiple reception devices to optimally utilize the power which can be provided by the transmission device.

As shown in FIG. 2C, after the determining step 220, the transmission device $T$ can be configured according to the given power levels defined by each of said subset reception
devices. And then the transmission device T performs a transmitting step 240 for transmitting power to the determined subset of reception devices.

When an actual power level needed (consumed) by a first given reception device among said subset of reception devices is below the given power level defined by said first given reception device, said transmitting step 240 transmits power to said first given reception device according to said actual power level. As described above, during the power transmission process, the transmission device reserves power according to the given power levels defined by each reception device of said subset of reception devices. Therefore, as long as the actual power level needed by each first given reception device is lower than its given power level, the actual needs can be served.

On the contrary, when an actual power level needed by a second given reception device among said subset of reception devices is above the given power level defined by said second given reception device, said transmitting step transmits power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device. In other words, the transmission device cannot guarantee the power requirement above the given power level.

According to another embodiment of this invention, when performing the transmission step 240, if a first power amount defined as said maximum power minus a second sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said subset of reception devices is positive, then the first power amount can be used to transmit to the reception device of which the actually needed power level is above its given power level.

In the following, "first given reception device" refers to the reception device of which the actually needed power level is below its given power level.

"Second given reception device" refers to the reception device of which the actually needed power level is above its given power level.
Then, the transmitting step 240 transmits power to at least one of said second given reception devices according to the given power level defined by said at least one of said second given reception devices and said first power amount.

According to the definition, the first power amount is the surplus power that is not reserved for the reception devices being served. Therefore, the first power amount can be deemed as a maximum power that the transmission device can transmit to the reception devices which are waiting for power. But when there is no reception device that is waiting for charging or the first power amount cannot meet the requirement of the reception device which is waiting for power, the first power amount can be used for the reception devices being served.

In the above example, wherein Tmax is 2.5 W, now the given power levels of the reception devices Rl, R2 and R3 are as follows:

- GR1: 0.5 W;
- GR2: 1.5 W;
- GR3: 2.5 W.

If the transmission device follows the criterion of priority level, the priority sequence of Rl, R2 and R3 from high to low is R2 > Rl > R3. According to above described determining step, the transmission device can transmit power to R2 and Rl. In this circumstance, the first power amount is: Tmax - GR2 - GR1 = 2.5 W - 1.5 W - 0.5 W = 0.5 W.

R3 cannot be served with 0.5 W. If at least one of the given power levels of R2 and Rl is defined by their minimum workable power level instead of their maximum required power level, it may happen that the actually needed power level for R2 or Rl is above the given power level defined by R2 or Rl. In this scenario, the first power amount can be used by R2 and/or Rl. But this surplus power cannot be reserved for R2 and Rl.
When a new reception device is being detected, the transmission device will check the parameter of the newly detected reception device to determine if the first power amount can fulfill the requirement of new reception device.

If, for example, the newly detected reception device allows a given power level of 0.5 W, then the transmission device will start to transmit power to the newly detected reception device.

If the given power level of the newly detected reception device is above 0.5 W, the first power amount cannot serve the newly detected reception device, so the first power amount still can be used by R2 and R1.

If there are multiple second given reception devices, the first power amount can be used to transmit to at least one of the second given reception devices according to predefined rules.

According to another embodiment of this invention, the first power amount is transmitted to multiple second given reception devices according to predefined rules.

A first predefined rule may be, for example: said first power amount can be transmitted in equal parts to the reception devices which need the first power amount.

According to the first rule, in above example, a half of 0.5 W power can be assigned and transmitted to both R2 and R Respectively, i.e. 0.25 W to Rl, 0.25 W to R2.

A second predefined rule may be: the first power amount can be transmitted in proportional parts to the reception devices which need the first power amount.

If the second rule is applied to above example, ½ of 0.5 W can be assigned to R1 and ¼ of 0.5 W can be assigned to R2.

A third predefined rule may be: said first power amount can be transmitted according to the priority levels of the reception devices which need the first power amount.
A fourth predefined rule may be: assigning said first power amount according to the priority level of each reception device of said subset of reception devices.

When applying the third rule to above example, the first power amount is first used to meet the requirement of R2, which has a higher priority than R1. For example, if R2 needs 0.4 W more than the given power level defined by R2, then the transmission device can supply the given power level plus 0.4 W to R2, i.e. 1.9 W is transmitted by the transmission device to R2. The remaining 0.1 W can be used for R1's additional requirement.

It is to be understood that, although the first power amount can be used to meet the requirement of transmitting more power than the given power levels of the reception devices being served, the first power amount is assigned and transmitted only when there is a real need by the reception devices being served.

It is also to be understood that the transmission device controls the transmission upper limit according to the maximum required power of the reception devices being served. Therefore, besides applying above rules in the assignment of the first power amount, the upper limit of the transmission power may also need to be taken into account.

As discussed above, when the transmission device transmits power to the subset of reception devices, some of the reception devices being served do not consume the maximum required power. Also, some of the reception devices being served sometimes consume less power than their given power levels.

According to another embodiment of this invention, a solution is proposed to utilize a second power amount. The second power amount is defined as the given power level, defined by a first given reception device, minus the power level that is actually needed by said first given reception device.

The second power amount is different from the first power amount. The first power amount refers to the power that is not reserved for the reception devices being served. The second
power amount refers to the power that is reserved for a given reception device being served but is not consumed by this given reception device.

If a second power amount of a given reception device is positive, the second power amount of this given reception device can be transmitted to the second given reception device which needs more power than the given power level defined by the second given reception device.

Since the power that is actually needed by the second given reception device may change in time, it is proposed to let the transmission device periodically perform a step of obtaining the actual level of power that is needed by said first given reception device, so as to update the value of said second power amount according to said obtained actual power level.

For example, when the power that is actually needed by the second given reception device is increased, the second power amount is decreased accordingly. In such a way, a part of or the entire second power amount of the second given reception device can "return" to the second given reception device.

Still using above transmission system as example, wherein Tmax is 2.5 W, the given power levels of the reception devices R1, R2 and R3 now are as follows:

GR1: 1 W;
GR2: 1 W;
GR3: 0.5 W.

According to the given power levels defined by R1, R2 and R3 and the maximum power of the transmission device, all the reception devices R1, R2 and R3 can be served simultaneously. At a certain time of the power transmitting period, the actual power needed by R1 is 0.8 W, so the second power amount of R1 is 0.2 W. This second power amount can be transmitted to R2 if R2 requires more power than 1 W. For example, if R2 requires 1.3 W, the transmission
device can transmit 1.2 W to R2. In this example, R2 is a "second given reception device" and R1 is a "first given reception device".

If there are multiple second given reception devices that actually need more power than their given power levels, the second power amount is transmitted to said multiple second given reception devices according to a predefined rule, defined as follows:

said second power amount can be transmitted in equal parts to the reception devices which need the second power amount equally; or

said second power amount can be transmitted in proportional parts to the reception devices which need the second power amount; or

said second power amount can be transmitted according to the priority levels of the reception devices which need the second power amount.

These rules are similar to abovementioned rules for distributing the first surplus power. Therefore, no more details will be given.

As shown in FIG. 3, a transmission control system 300 is proposed for controlling a transmission device transmitting power to a set of reception devices via electromagnetic coupling.

The transmission control system 300 comprises a first unit 301 for performing aforementioned calculating step 210; a second unit 302 for performing the aforementioned determining step 220 when a maximum power that can be transmitted by said transmission device to said set of reception devices is less than said first sum.

The transmission control system 300 also comprises a third unit 303 for performing aforementioned identifying step 230 so that, if there is at least one reception device defining a lower given power level, said first unit performs said calculating step using the lower given
power level instead of using the given power level defined by said at least one reception device; otherwise, said second unit performs said determining step.

The first unit 301, the second unit 302 and the third unit 303 can be implemented each by a memory with stored instruction data. These three units can also be implemented by a memory associated with three specific instruction data sets.

These units may also be implemented by one or multiple printed circuit boards or by one or multiple processors. The transmission control system 300 thus may be a PCB or a chip or another type of hardware.

There are numerous ways of implementing functions by means of items of hardware or software, or their combination. In this respect, the drawings are merely illustrative, each representing only one possible embodiment of the invention.

This invention also proposes a transmission device 30 for transmitting power to a set of reception devices via electromagnetic coupling. The transmission device 30 comprises a transmission control system 300 having abovementioned functions.

The transmission device 30 also comprises a transmission element 310 for transmitting power to said subset of reception devices. The transmission element 310 is controlled by the transmission control system 300.

If an actual power level needed by a first given reception device among said subset of reception devices is below the given power level defined by said first given reception device, the transmission element 310 transmits power to said first given reception device according to said actual power level.

If an actual power level needed by a second given reception device among said subset of reception devices is above the given power level defined by said second given reception
device, said transmission element 310 transmits power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device.

According to the description above, a first power amount is defined as the maximum power of the transmission device 30 minus a second sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of the subset of reception devices which currently are being served. If the first power amount is positive, and if there is at least one of the second given reception devices, the transmission element 310 is controlled to transmit power to at least one of the second given reception devices according to the given power level defined by said at least one of said second given reception devices and said first power amount.

According to the invention, the transmission element 310, controlled by the transmission control system 300, transmits power to the second given reception device according to the given power level defined by the second given reception device and said second power amount.

The transmission element 310, that is capable of transmitting power to multiple reception devices, can be implemented according to any known technology. For example, the transmission element 310 can be implemented by multiple transmitter coils to generate a magnetic field that fits to multiple reception devices, each of them having a receiver coil. It could also contain regulation facilities, such as a DC-AC convertor, an AC generator, etc.

As described above, the second power amount is defined as the given power level defined by said first given reception device minus said power level that is actually needed by said first given reception device.

The transmission device comprises a communication element 320 for periodically obtaining the power level that is actually needed by the first given reception device, so as to update the value of the second power amount according to the obtained actual power level.
The communication element 320 can be implemented by any known technology, such as NFC or RFID, or it could also be implemented by the transmitter coil.

The remarks made hereinbefore demonstrate that the detailed description with reference to the drawings, illustrate rather than limit the invention. There are numerous alternatives, which fall within the scope of the appended claims. Any reference sign in a claim should not be construed as limiting the claim. The word "comprising" does not exclude the presence of other elements or steps than those listed in a claim. The word "a" or "an" preceding an element or step does not exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements or steps.
CLAIMS

1. A method of transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling from a transmission device to a set of reception devices, said method comprising the steps of:

   - calculating by the transmission device, a first sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said set of reception devices;

   if a maximum power that can be transmitted by the transmission device to said set of reception devices is less than said first sum,

   - determining by said transmission device, a subset of reception devices among said set of reception devices, to which the transmission device transmits power.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said determining step determines said subset of reception device according to at least one of the following:

   - priority level of each reception device of said set of reception devices, said priority level defining the priority to receive power from the transmission device;

   - time sequence in which the transmission device detects each reception device of said set of reception devices;

   - maximum number of reception devices to which the transmission device can transmit power simultaneously.

3. A method according to claim 1, before said step of determining, said method further comprising the steps of:

   - identifying, among said set of reception devices, the reception devices that also defines a lower given power level;
if there is at least one reception device that also defines a lower given power level,
performing said calculating step using the lower given power level instead of using the given power level defined by said at least one reception device;

otherwise, performing said step of determining.

4. A method according to claim 1, after the determining step, the method further comprising a step of reserving power for each reception device of said subset of reception devices according to their given power level respectively.

5. A method according to claim 4, wherein said given power level defined by at least one reception device of said set of reception device is a minimum workable power level of said at least one reception device.

6. A method according to claim 1, said method further comprising a step of:

- transmitting power by said transmission device to said subset of reception devices, wherein,

if an actual power level needed by a first given reception device among said subset of reception devices is below the given power level defined by said first given reception device, said transmitting step transmits power to said first given reception device according to said actual power level; and

if an actual power level needed by a second given reception device among said subset of reception devices is above the given power level defined by said second given reception device, said transmitting step transmits power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device.
7. A method according to claim 5, if a first power amount defined as said maximum power minus a second sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said subset of reception devices is positive, and if there is at least one of said second given reception devices,

said transmitting step transmitting power to said at least one of said second given reception devices according to the given power level defined by said at least one of said second given reception devices and said first power amount.

8. A method according to claim 5, said transmitting step transmitting power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device and a second power amount, said second power amount being defined as the given power level defined by said first given reception device minus said actual power level needed by said first given reception device, said method further comprising a step of:

   - periodically obtaining, by said transmission device, the actual power level needed by said first given reception device, so as to update the value of said second power amount according to said obtained actual power level.

9. A method of transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling from a transmission device to a set of reception devices, said method comprising a step of sending, by at least one reception device of said set of reception devices, information of a given power level related to said at least one reception device, wherein said given power level is a minimum workable power level of said at least one reception device.

10. A transmission control system for controlling a transmission device transmitting power to a set of reception devices via electromagnetic coupling, said control system comprising:
- a first unit for calculating, by the transmission device, a first sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said set of reception devices;
- a second unit for determining, when a maximum power that can be transmitted by said transmission device to said set of reception devices is less than said first sum, a subset of reception devices among said set of reception devices, to which the transmission device transmits power.

11. A transmission control system according to claim 10, wherein said second unit determines said subset of reception devices according to at least one of the following:

- priority level of each reception device of said set of reception devices, said priority level defining the priority to receive power from the transmission device;
- time sequence in which the transmission device detects each reception device of said set of reception devices;
- maximum number of reception devices to which the transmission device can transmit power simultaneously.

12. A transmission control system according to claim 10, said control system further comprising a third unit for identifying, among said set of reception devices, the reception devices defining a lower given power level;

if there is at least one reception device defining a lower given power level, performing said calculating step by said first unit using the lower given power level instead of using the given power level defined by said at least one reception device;

otherwise, performing said step of determining by said second unit.

13. A transmission device for transmitting power via electromagnetic coupling from a transmission device to a set of reception devices, said transmission device comprising a transmission control system as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 12.
14. A transmission device according to claim 13, said transmission device further comprising a transmission element for transmitting power to said subset of reception devices, wherein,

if an actual power level needed by a first given reception device among said subset of reception devices is below the given power level defined by said first given reception device, said transmission element transmits power to said first given reception device according to said actual power level; and

if an actual power level needed by a second given reception device among said subset of reception devices is above the given power level defined by said second given reception device, said transmission element transmits power to said second given reception device according to the given power level defined by said second given reception device.

15. A transmission device according to claim 13, if a first power amount defined as said maximum power minus a second sum of given power levels defined by each reception device of said subset of reception devices is positive, and if there is at least one of said second given reception devices,

said transmission device transmits power to said at least one of said second given reception devices according to the given power level defined by said at least one of said second given reception devices and said first power amount.
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